X Chromosome Inactivation, Minireview XIST, and Pursuit of the X-Inactivation Center Huntington F. Willard another chromosome, only one of the two products can undergo inactivation. The simplest interpretation of such Department of Genetics data is that the X-inactivation signal requires the presCenter for Human Genetics ence in cis of a control locus, the XIC. X inactivation Case Western Reserve University School of Medicine requires the presence of at least two copies of the XIC, University Hospitals of Cleveland which must be on different Xs. By analogy with wellCleveland, Ohio 44106 understood dosage compensation systems in Drosophila and Caenorhabditis elegans (Kelley and Kuroda, 1995), this observation, combined with the fact that alEvery once in a while, there comes an idea that is so tering the relative dosage of autosomes and X chromoprescient that it takes years, even decades, for the field somes (as seen in individuals with abnormal karyotypes) to catch up with it, either because of a lack of appreciacan influence the number of active or inactive X chromotion or because of the absence of appropriate experisomes, argues strongly that the XIC is involved as part mental tools with which to test critical hypotheses. The of a counting mechanism during the initiation phase of work of Barbara McClintock and the notion of dynamic X inactivation to ensure the appropriate activity state genomes is one example that comes to mind. That of of X-linked genes, normally one active X per two sets Sir Archibald Garrod at the turn of the century and the of autosomes. concept of inborn errors of metabolism is another that XIST shaped the field of biochemical genetics and foreshadMolecular mapping of relatively rare abnormal X chroowed the one gene-one enzyme dictum of Beadle and mosomes in both humans and mice has localized the Tatum decades later.
of simple but attractive models that have, until now, never been subject to rigorous testing. YAC Transgenics and the XIC It is in this context that the work of Lee et al. (1996) takes on significance. The authors transferred a 450 kb segment from the mouse XIC (including the Xist gene) onto autosomes in male ES cells by yeast artificial chromosome (YAC) transfer and demonstrated that these ectopic sequences were sufficient to induce the X-inactivation pathway upon ES cell differentiation. Importantly, all of the hypothesized functions of the normal XIC have been recapitulated by the YAC transgene: the ectopic sequences were counted as if a second full X chromosome were present; the normal X and the ectopic XIC were chosen randomly to initiate X inactivation, with either the endogenous or the ectopic copy of the Xist gene activated in different cells; and a cotransferred reporter gene could be inactivated. Thus, the paper represents a molecular confirmation of the XIC and provides a direct demonstration that the XIC (with the Xist gene) is, as long hypothesized, a master control locus of the X-inactivation process.
As with many breakthroughs, the work raises as many paper of Lee et al. In any case, the report clearly opens the door for further analyses to dissect the sequences providing genetic evidence to support the circumstantial within the 450 kb XIC/Xist region to establish which case that expression of Xist is necessary for X inactivasequences (and how many different sequences) are retion to occur. Interestingly, notwithstanding their inabilsponsible for the counting, choosing, and inactivation ity to inactivate the mutant X, cells carrying the targeted steps. Xist allele were apparently capable of performing other As the transgenes containing the XIC are multicopy, steps hypothesized to be involved in the onset of X it is not clear from any of the studies to what extent inactivation; that is, the mutation did not interfere either individual copies are functional. Lee et al. suggest the with counting the number of X chromosomes present interesting possibility that each copy in their experior with the random choice of which X was to be the ments functions as an independent unit, each capable inactive X (Penny et al., 1996) . Those results indicate of being counted and participating in the random choice that sequences other than those deleted in the targeted step of initiation. On the other hand, complex interacmutation are responsible for counting and choosing tions among the copies of the XIC or its chromatin (or among X chromosomes and imply, therefore, a spatial both) may contribute to some of the differences among separation between sequences within the XIC responsithe studies. More controllable, site-directed YAC transble for different steps in the initiation of X inactivation.
fer experiments, involving the Cre-lox P recombination While the above experiments demonstrated an apparsystem for example, may allow a rigorous test of the ent requirement for Xist in the onset of X inactivation, ability of a single introduced sequence to provide all of they could not address whether Xist or the XIC was both the known functions of the XIC. necessary and sufficient for X inactivation. Indeed, the Such future studies would also permit evaluation of concept of the XIC itself lacks molecular precision and the relationship between the XIC, as defined by this depends heavily on limited genetic evidence and a assay, and the X-controlling element (Xce) locus in mice. framework of hypothesized events (initiation, counting, Xce has been mapped genetically to the same region choice, propagation, and establishment of inactivation; of the mouse X chromosome known to contain the XIC and influences the randomness of X inactivation in mice see Figure 1 ) that have been defined largely on the basis heterozygous for different Xce alleles (reviewed by different components of the X-inactivation process, unHeard and Avner, 1994). It has been proposed, but is as derstand their molecular interactions, and determine yet unproven, that Xce and XIC are in fact components of their genetic and developmental control. the same locus. Introduction of a single copy of candi-
